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A message from the Master, Ian Makowski
I am delighted to have this opportunity to serve as Master
of our Livery Company, and undertake to do my best in
representing the Livery. I am fortunate to have my partner of
the past and hopefully the next decade, Jo, at my side.
People may think that a livery company is just a dining club.
Yet in reality the purpose of the Livery is threefold: certainly
meeting and enjoying good company, occasionally travelling to
places which we would not normally see, but more importantly
supporting the City of London and carrying out good works.
In my year as Master I am emphasising our good works.
We support our industry and trades, and our charitable and
educational giving are to me the most important function we
have. These are tough times in our metal industries. That is why
it is doubly important to remain consistent in our role.
With this theme in mind, our activities, guided by an extremely
active Education, Enterprise and Charities Committee, are
already extensive and making a real difference. In 2014-15, our
The Master with his Consort, Ms Jo Waldern, at the Master’s Installation Dinner
Annual Special Award of £10,000 to Access All Areas provided
at the Mansion House, 9th July 2015.
weekly performance workshops for 20 adults, trained two
workshop assistants and engaged a further 128 people – and all of these recipients with learning difficulties.
This year, as the global refugee crisis grows, our £10,000 Annual Special Award is enabling the Islington-based
Migrant and Immigrant Children’s Legal Unit (MiCLU) to extend its services, thus benefitting many more trafficked,
migrant and refugee children. Next year we will continue this theme, with funds going to another charity working
with young adult refugees. I feel strongly about these causes because I myself would not be here on the safe
shores of the UK had it not been for the UK’s open doors when, after the war, the Soviet Union annexed our family
estates in eastern Poland. My father fled our ancestral lands and came alone to England, aged only 15, during
the war. After the war he became a diplomat, ending his career in the UN in Switzerland, and without the help of
organisations like these I couldn’t imagine where he, his family or I would be today.
As the following pages show, our activities continue to flourish and grow: we are starting a new major project with
Brunel University; our student awards offer an important career boost to young designers and craft workers; we
raised a record amount this year for the London Taxi Drivers’ outing to Southend for disadvantaged children; and
our awards to apprentices, young managers and student interns continue to reinforce and build new links with our
trades, and the wider metals industry.
From my own Master’s fund this year, so far I have contributed to the St Paul’s Cathedral Music Outreach
Programme, set up a year ago to share music with children in deprived areas, and The Little Princess Trust, which
provides real hair wigs for boys and girls across the UK and Ireland who have sadly lost their own hair through
cancer treatment.
I look forward to the remainder of my year, and to welcoming our Liverymen and guests to our Dinners and other
events in London, as well as to my Master’s weekend. This will be centred on Sheffield in June 2016, with Dinners
at Chatsworth House and Cutlers’ Hall. Jo and I look forward to meeting with as many of you as possible in my
year ahead.
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New Court Assistants

New Court Assistants
Bill Boyd is a global business
management executive and has
worked in the highly competitive
steel environment. He has an
MA (Law) from Trinity College,
Cambridge, an MBA from Warwick
and an MSc from Swansea.

The Master with (left to right)
Jeremy Balcombe (Deputy Master),
Tony Steinthal (Upper Warden) and Howard Reed
(Under Warden), with Piers Baker (Clerk)
We welcome the following new Liverymen,
who have joined since the previous edition of
The Lanthorn:
Sebastian Balcombe, son of the Deputy Master,
Jeremy Balcombe, and from the fourth generation of
his family to join the Livery.
Peter Carter, a former Managing Director and owner
of an occupational health business.
Adrian Davis, formerly with Carnaud Metal Box, now
a partner in recruitment firm Jonathan Lee Executive
Search, handling senior industrial assignments in
the UK and internationally.
Robert Overall, an entrepreneur in fenestration
industry managing, manufacture and installation.
Stuart Wilkinson, son of Assistant Peter Wilkinson;
working in the family packaging firm P. Wilkinson
Containers Ltd. (Containers for industry) / William
Say & Co Ltd. (Can makers of London).
We are grateful for the hard work of our Stewards
for 2015/16:
Elizabeth Bonfield
Ted Roberts
Paul Wegrzyn

• In Memoriam •
We regret to record the deaths of
James Fairweather,
a Liveryman for over 45 years
John Hertel,
Master in 1991/92 (see obituary on P16)
Barry Golding,
Steward in 2012/13
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Following Officer Training at
Sandhurst he enjoyed seven years
service in the Army, becoming
a captain in the Royal Regiment
of Artillery. This was followed by 11 years in the metal
packaging business. His latest role, from May 2009, was
as General Manager for Tata Steel Plating in the USA and
Global Commercial Director for Tata Steel Plating, as well
as President and CEO of two steel companies based in
Warren, Ohio.
During his career he has been an active member of the
MPMA, becoming Chairman in 2004-7. From January 2016
he will be taking on the role of Director and CEO of the
MPMA when he takes early retirement from Tata Steel.
Peter de Bruyne was born in Chile
in 1949 and was educated in Chile,
the USA and the UK, where he
gained an MA in History at Oxford
(1968/71). He initially worked with
the Anglo-American Corporation,
in corporate finance & investment
research, continuing in the FW-Tung
shipowning group and finally heading
the PSNC Latin American operations,
before becoming a venture capitalist
concerned with a variety of businesses, ranging from an
industrial valve company in Buenos Aires to a bevelled
glass manufacturer in Gateshead. He is currently involved
in various coffee ventures, commuting between the UK &
Latin America.
John Swain was formerly Group
Sales and Marketing Director at
Tinsley Wire Group in Sheffield;
and is a non-executive Director of
Sheffield Trust Group. This is his
second time as a Tier 2 Assistant,
and he has fulfilled a number of
other roles in the Livery: he is a past
Chairman of the Membership and
Marketing Committee and is
co-editing the Lanthorn. He has sat
on a number of judging panels for Livery prizes, including
for innovative uses of wire, the Apprentice of the Year
awards, and the Loughborough University Tin Plate
Packaging Design Awards.

Deputy Master

A Master’s Year
Jeremy Balcombe
reflects on his year
as Master

M

y year as Master was as
interesting and as varied as
I expected it to be. It was full of
delights, mainly because I met such a
variety of interesting and entertaining
people, but the food and drink wasn’t
too bad either. And some of the places
I was invited to were truly of the “once
in a lifetime” variety.
I have outlined some highlights below and would like to
take this opportunity to thank all the members of the
Livery for the opportunity they gave me.

The People
As I said in my speeches at our Court Dinners, I found
the experience of meeting recipients of the various
prizes and awards, funded by Liverymen’s generosity,
to be the highlight of my year as Master. Whether it
was industrial workers at Tata Steel’s massive site in
Scunthorpe (this autumn in the news for all the wrong
reasons), or undergraduates at Swansea University, or
post-graduates at the Royal College of Art, I was always
met with enthusiasm and gratitude, even from those
who didn’t get to benefit from our largesse.
The Judges at the Old Bailey were a fascinating group
and I was able to sit in on a particularly harrowing trial in
Court no. 8. At the end of the day we went to the judge’s
chambers and he was able to provide the context and
background to the case. And he emailed a few weeks
afterwards with the outcome of the jury’s deliberations.
The morning visit to Rolls Royce in Derby to present
student awards was equally fascinating, and the tour
of their Heritage Trust Museum was a chance to get up
close and personal with some pretty spectacular bits
of equipment. I recommend anybody in the area to
pay the museum a visit.
Another highlight was a reception at the Mansion House
for recipients of the Lord Mayor’s 800th Anniversary
Awards trust. As we are regular visitors to the Mansion
House, it is easy to forget just how magnificent a
building it is; the look on the faces of the young
people when I opened those huge doors to reveal the
splendour of the Egyptian Hall was brilliant.

The Places
Regular events at St Paul’s Cathedral
and Guildhall took place during my year
and it was always a pleasure to robe up
and process along with the other Livery
Company masters. It was striking to
see a significant number of Companies
represented by female Masters and I
look forward to the day when we instal
our first lady Master. As these events
were often followed by a very pleasant
lunch at the nearby Pewterers’ Hall, it
was never a chore to act as the Livery’s representative.
Cutlers’ Hall in Sheffield is a grand place to hold a dinner
and hosts the largest annual collection of middle-aged
men trussed up in white tie and tails in the country.
It was followed the next day by visits to two local
factories, which made the journey north all the more
worthwhile.

The Livery
As Master I received numerous invitations to attend
other Livery Company dinners. Whilst we are all
broadly the same, each Livery Company does seem to
do things slightly differently. Discussions with other
Masters always covered what each Company charges for
quarterage, as well as the best way to attract younger
members – no one seems to know the right answer to
that particular question.
The weekend at Ironbridge, when 104 out of 110 Masters
were in attendance along with their partners, was great
fun and provided a chance to get to know people I
hadn’t met earlier in my year.
What I discovered was the affection that other Livery
Companies hold for us, as well as just how distinctive
our company tie can be.
In conclusion, whilst I am happy to have returned to the
backbenches, so to speak, my year as Master was truly
memorable and will stay with me for the rest of my life.
The variety and range of events was fantastic and it
is hard to choose the best. I really enjoyed the trip to
Normandy – a report follows below – and I thought the
private tour of St Paul’s Cathedral was brilliant but, if I
have to choose, the real highlight of my year it would be
the opportunity to conduct the admission to the Livery
of my son Sebastian. One day I hope he too will have the
honour of becoming Master of this wonderful Company.
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Normandy

NORMANDY
The Master’s weekend away was originally scheduled
for Thursday May 7th to Sunday May 10th but, thanks
to striking French dockers in Caen, the trip extended
to Monday 11th. However, the delays allowed for more
eating and drinking time, so not all bad news.

Colonel Oliver – a memorable guide
Despite not getting to our hotel until 3 a.m. thanks to
the dockers, all were aboard the coach at 9 a.m. to be
introduced to our military advisor for the trip, Colonel
Oliver Warman, late of the Irish Guards and with a truly
individual take on how to guide a group of ingénues
across the Normandy battlefield – which none of those
present will easily forget. His extraordinary knowledge,
not just of the terrain but also of the protagonists of
the Normandy Campaign, was both insightful and
fascinating in the extreme.
Our first stop was Bavent Ridge to the East of Caen,
where we stood on the very spot in a field where
Rommel and his deputy, Hans Speidel, had stood on
January 6th 1944. “He who controls this spot controls
the battlefield”, Rommel had said to Speidel and we
could see why. Spread before us were the plains north of
Caen and off in the distance the beaches. Colonel Oliver
had met Hans Speidel on several occasions after the war
so, if not from the horse’s mouth, certainly close. The
Colonel pointed out where the British Airborne’s front
line had been and where their German counterparts had
taken up positions – and we examined the first of many
memorials to the men who had perished.
From Bavent Ridge we moved on to the iconic Pegasus
Bridge. Led by the museum director we spent an
emotional time exploring the museum with its fantastic
collection of artefacts, stories and equipment, including
a replica Horsa glider. It was truly amazing to see how
close the glider pilots had got to the bridge (47 ft)
and we marvelled at the skill and bravery that had
been required. These feelings were to be repeated on
numerous occasions over the following days.

on the beach and
tried to imagine
what it was like
to fight your way
out of the sea.
After lunch we
headed inland to
the Beny-sur-Mer
Canadian War
Cemetery where men of the 3rd Canadian Division, who
died either on 6 June or during the early days of the
advance towards Caen, are buried. With 2,048 graves
the cemetery was both a beautiful but incredibly sad
place and the stop brought home the sheer scale of the
Normandy Campaign. Nearby we stopped to see where
some 100 Canadian prisoners had been murdered, on
the orders of the infamous Kurt Meyer, and learnt how
the Canadians resolved not to take prisoners from that
day on.

The first feline casualty
Saturday morning was sunny and pleasant and we spent
the day visiting numerous Normandy battlefields, both
small and large. We saw where the Green Howards
came ashore on Gold Beach and where a cat was
shot – probably the first feline casualty on D-Day. We
visited Arromanches and the museum dedicated to the
Mulberry harbours that had played such an important
part in supplying the Allied Armies. We stood on Omaha
Beach and listened as Colonel Oliver explained how the
Germans had organised their machine guns so that no
part of the beach was unprotected.
We moved off the sand and up to the American
cemetery at Colleville-sur-Mer which overlooks the
beach. With nearly 10,000 American war graves the
visit allowed all members of the party to reflect on the
sacrifice made by huge numbers of young men and the
mood was sombre as we climbed back on the coach.
Our final visit of the day was to Pont du
Hoc where the American Rangers landed.
This was the highest point between Utah
and Omaha beaches and was a key strategic
target. Colonel Oliver explained how the
battle was fought over D Day plus 1 and 2
before the Rangers were relieved.

Apple blossom and dinner with
the Baron
On Pegasus Bridge

Moving on to Courseulles-sur-Mer and Juno beach,
where the Canadians came ashore on D-Day, we walked
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Following an extraordinarily emotional and
tiring day we headed off to Château de
Brouay for some dinner. We were met by
Baron Alexandre d’Abboville, our host for
the evening, who showed us round his apple orchards.
Standing amidst the trees covered in blossom the

Normandy

Gallipoli
Baron d’Abboville proved to be the most charming and
attentive of hosts and one of our number found him
particularly fascinating. Discretion precludes me from
revealing who – but she knows who she is!

Sunday and those dockers again

bucolic scene was enhanced by the number of cows who
seemed most interested in our party. As the evening sun
started to disappear we headed back to the chateau to
sample some of the estate’s delicious Calvados and were
then ushered upstairs to the baronial hall for dinner.

We had found out on Saturday afternoon that our
scheduled Sunday afternoon return ferry had been
cancelled and that we had been transferred to the
overnight crossing. The Master therefore arranged lunch
at Château d’Audrieu followed by a visit to nearby
Bayeux. This unplanned change to the itinerary worked
out well as we also had the opportunity both to visit the
Sunday market at Caen and to see the Bayeux Tapestry.
It also allowed for a day of rest and relaxation after what
had been a very hectic few days and, as some of us sat
in a bar by the river in the afternoon sun, we were able
to reflect on what had been a truly memorable trip.

THE GALLIPOLI COMMEMMORATION
Past Master Roger Boissier, Tin Plate and Rupert Brooke
Past Master Roger Boissier CBE attended the Gallipoli
commemorative events in April at the invitation of
HMG through the Gallipoli Association, as one of fifteen
descendants of those who took part in the campaign
– alongside HRH The Prince of Wales and HRH Prince
Harry, with both of whom he spoke, and Presidents, Prime
Ministers and Ministers of many
of the countries involved in the
fighting.
His father, Lt Cdr Ernest
Boissier DSC RNVR, had served
in the Royal Naval Division at
Gallipoli. A Chartered Engineer
in civilian life, he was asked the
best way to protect the grave
of Rupert Brooke, who had died
off the Greek island of Skyros
on his way to the Gallipoli
campaign. Lt Cdr Boissier
recommended tin plate panels,
and provided them using
flattened Huntley & Palmer
biscuit tins. Commemorating this, Roger was invited to
read Rupert Brooke’s poem The Dead at the Service of
Commemoration (pictured).
Ernest Boissier landed at Gallipoli as a Sub-Lieutenant,
and returned as a Lieutenant-Commander, having been
awarded the Distinguished Service Cross (DSC) for his
actions at Achi Baba, where he was in charge of a machine
gun unit until seriously wounded by shrapnel from a
Turkish shell. Before the battle, he and his commanding
officer had arranged with a French artillery officer

for supporting fire, which proved crucial not least in
allowing for his own evacuation. Earlier Ernest, a keen
photographer, took many photographs of the Gallipoli
campaign, some of which have been published, including
one of the V beach landing – taken from the deck of SS
River Clyde, at 11.00 am on 25 April, 1915 – in Douglas
Jerrold’s The Royal Naval Division.
Roger tells us of an extraordinary sequel to his father’s
meeting with the French
artillery officer. In 1920, Ernest
was Director & Manager of
Aiton & Co. Ltd, pipework
engineers, established in
Derby but with a subsidiary
in Paris. The company bid
to supply high-pressure
pipework for a power station,
of advanced design, in
Paris, incorporating in their
tender many unique design
features improving on the
already stringent French
requirements. Colonel Mercier,
the Director-General of the French power company,
decided to visit Derby to discuss the tender with Sir
Arthur Aiton, Aiton’s owner and Chairman. Meeting first
with Ernest, Mercier recognized the naval officer with
whom he had arranged the bombardment five years
previously. This sealed the deal without the need for
further discussion! The meeting also led to contracts
between Aiton and various French power companies for
high pressure piping for power plants throughout France.
Piers Baker, with thanks to Past Master Roger Boissier.
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Education, Enterprise and Charities Committee: Report 2015

EDUCATION, ENTERPRISE & CHARITIES
THANK YOU DIANA! In July 2015, Past Assistant Diana Hughes stood down after five busy years as Chairman of
the Education, Enterprise and Charities Committee. She leaves the Committee in good heart, having led a thorough
review of who and what we fund, encouraged improved communication with Liverymen, overseen the introduction of
several new awards and much more besides. EE&CC members past and present showed their appreciation at a lively
informal dinner held at a City restaurant for Diana and her husband Stuart.
Assistant Lindsay Millington is the new EE&CC Chairman.

OVERVIEW
In 2014-15 we distributed over £60,000.
More than 40 awards and prizes went to apprentices and young
managers working in our trades and to materials science and
design students across the country – from North Yorkshire to
Swansea, Scunthorpe to London – with a new award this year
at the Royal College of Art. We continue to support some 20
Central London charities and schools with annual grants of
£500-£1,500 and once again raised substantial funds for the
London Taxi Drivers’ Outing to Southend for disadvantaged
children. Our Annual Special Award is now in its 10th year –
that makes £100,000 distributed over a decade – and is making
a real difference for 10 specially-chosen charities. Alongside all
this, we launch our third Chamberlain Enterprise Project this
year, supporting a PhD student in ground-breaking research at
Brunel University.
All this depends on the continuing support of our members!
The Charity Fund – Registered Charity no. 314211 – is quite
separate from other Company funds. Whilst part of the income
comes from investments, which include some significant
bequests from Liverymen, 30% comes from the Livery’s annual
gift-aided donations and a further 10% from donations to
support a particular cause.
More funds will help us do more – can you help?
Please contact the Clerk to make or increase your donation.

THE ANNUAL SPECIAL AWARD
2015/16 AWARD: MiCLU
The Islington-based Migrant
& Immigrant Children’s Legal
Unit receives our £10,000
award for 2015/16. MiCLU,
run by the energetic Baljeet
Sandhu (pictured with the
Master), draws in 120
volunteer lawyers and law
students to provide specialist
legal help for trafficked,
migrant and refugee children.
Photo: Gerald Sharp Photography
Often these children are
British-born or have a British parent or grandparents, some
have suffered abuse, many have multiple needs. Rather than
spend funds on bricks and mortar, MiCLU works through a
virtual office, using a cloud-based platform to communicate
with its volunteer lawyers and to store research.
With our funds, MiCLU is setting up a legal mentoring
programme to extend its work through five selected London
charities – which will engage yet more volunteers and reach
up to a further 250 children.
For more information: contact Liveryman Nick O’Shea.

2014/15 AWARD: ACCESS ALL AREAS
Access All Areas is a London-based theatre
education group for adults with learning
difficulties. Our award of £10,000 funded 20
three-hour ‘Departure Lounge’ workshops (see
photo); the training and employment of two
workshop assistants with learning disabilities;
and a taster programme which engaged a
further 128 participants. Half of the ‘Departure
Lounge’ students achieved accreditation in
performance skills; and the project is continuing
with 40 new learners. 89% of the students
recorded improved key skills – as illustrated by
one who, unable to participate at the outset,
was able to take part in creative discussions
and hold a role in performance by the end.
For more information: contact Liveryman Christine Purdy.
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Student Design Awards
New Ceramics Award
A new award for MA ceramics students at the Royal College of Art encourages them
to use tin or tin oxide, for example in glaze or slip. This is an optional project, which
16 students completed this year, alongside their normal course work. Our judges were
stunned by the quality of the work produced and the enthusiasm of the students taking
part. The winner, Julia Schuster, a first year MA student, produced this installation,
“Rules of Intake”, representing packages and commenting on the range of conflicting
messages given on packaged food products.
Julia writes: “By awarding me the prize you have not only lightened my financial burden ...you have

encouraged me to believe in myself and pushed me to keep up the quality of my work...It was an absolute
delight to be a guest at dinner at Painters’ Hall. I am grateful for the chance to talk about my work with so
many [Liverymen] and to get such positive feedback...[and] I particularly enjoyed the ritual of the Loving Cup
Ceremony.”
For more information: contact Liveryman James Bevan.

Student Medal Project
Our support for the British Art Medal Society’s Student Medal Project includes an annual prize and a contribution to
printing the award winners’ catalogue – both of which are important for aspiring medal makers in promoting their
work and achieving future commissions. This year’s prize was won by Duncan Walters, for accomplished modelling, patination and use of the medal as
metaphor. Duncan, a mature student at Falmouth University’s School of Art, describes
his entry, ‘Relationships’:
“The medal illustrates two delicate goldfish swimming around one another. For
me it is a demonstration of moving around in circles as we meet our everyday
routines. On the reverse are two pairs of feet to illustrate the act of treading
water, trying to keep one’s head above water. The two sides of the medal can be
read as an analogy of our everyday relationships.”
Photos: Stephen Dodd, British Museum

Tin Plate & Wire Design Awards
Loughborough University Engineering Materials undergraduates design
useful products using wire or tin plate as part of their syllabus. Working in
teams and developing commercial awareness alongside their engineering
and design skills helps prepare them for the working world. This year
51 students competed, presenting posters of their designs to a panel of
judges including the Master and Liveryman Nick Mullen (MPMA Director).
The winning designs were:
Tin Plate: Hexagonal shallow tinplate containers which fix by magnets onto
steel backboard. Used for storage of household / office items, holding keys etc.

The winning tin plate design team. Photo: MPMA

Wire: Heavy PVC sheet with steel wire-mesh reinforcement for making removable orthotics.
For more information: contact Assistant Bev Page.

Jewellery Awards
Our awards at Central St Martin’s continue to inspire young jewellers. For third year students, our award helps
launch the career of a young jeweller using non precious metals. For second year students, using tin plate, wire
and other metals in jewellery-making forms part of their course programme. We award prizes both for finished
work and for the best workbook showing the learning and thinking process that leads to the final product.
In designing their jewellery, the students experiment widely, making test pieces with different metal finishes and
exploring ways of re-using printed packaging. They gain not only practical jewellery-making skills, but also greater
awareness of the importance and recyclability of metals in everyday life.
For more information: contact Assistant John O’Shea.
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Trade & Industry Awards
Wire Link Travelling Scholarship
Gareth Penn was selected as our 2015 Wire Link Travelling
Scholar, from an entry of five very high quality candidates.
Gareth has spent 12 years in the wire rod industry, progressing
from apprentice to Manufacturing Shift Manager at the Tata
Steel Rod Mill in Scunthorpe. Last year his shift team of 46
employees achieved the greatest output across the mill,
coupled with the best yield and lowest number of customer
complaints.
In April Gareth set off for Chicago to tour US steel wire plants
(and the Jack Daniels Distillery), meet former WireLink scholars
Gareth Penn with Andy Talbot at Mid-South Wire. Photo: Wire Journal International
and attend Interwire 2015 in Atlanta, Georgia. His programme
was organised by Wire Association International, our partners in this award, who have published Gareth’s four
page illustrated report in Wire Journal International. Here is a short extract:

“Landing on a Friday night as the WireLink Scholar for 2015, I had little sense that I was about to embark on the journey of a lifetime ...[at the
end] I left with a wealth of new knowledge and a hat-full of new experiences that very few people in our business will ever get. It was two weeks
of my life that I will truly never forget.”
For more information or a copy of the article: contact Assistant Bev Page.

Metals Industry Apprentices of the Year 2015
Now in their 16th year, our two awards are still the only ones
specifically for apprentices in the metals industry.

Dan Millington with the Master and Ann Watson (Chief Executive) and Bob Flear of Semta

Dan Millington, winner of our Career Development Award,
works in the Sheffield Forgemasters division which produces
rolls for the steel processing industry worldwide. At 18, already
holding three good A Levels and a Gold Duke of Edinburgh
Award, he chose the apprenticeship route to develop his
career. Over the next four years he qualified as an NDT Service
Engineer, gained NVQ and BTEC qualifications at Level 3,
trained as a department facilitator for the company’s supply
chain initiative - and more. He wrote in his application:

“I am now a Heat Treatment Metallurgist, responsible for optimising parameters in induction hardening and tempering to achieve the
specified uniformity in the finished roll. Using what I have learned, I am able to investigate customer complaints and advise corrective
actions...For my technical education I am in my third year of a five year Material Engineering degree course at Sheffield Hallam University.”
Richard De Sadeleer, our Craft Skills Award winner, completed a VRQ Level 2 in engineering and volunteered
on the North Yorkshire Moors Railway while completing his GCSEs at school. This gained him his four-year toolmaking apprenticeship at Micro Metalsmiths in Kirkbymoorside, a family-owned business which specialises in
micro-investment casting solutions for the aerospace, medical and other industries. Now he has a permanent
position – and continues to train as a steam locomotive fireman in his spare time. His company reference says:

“Initially Richard was a shy, reserved young man...within a very short space of time he was surpassing all expectations. He was eager to
learn, diligent and conscientious, earning consistently high scoring assessments from both his trainers and the supervisors and managers
at work...Richard is a member of the Health & Safety Committee and an elected representative on the Employee Forum...he regularly makes
improvement suggestions to improve manufacturing time, save on cost and improve the finished product.”
For information on the 2016 Apprentice of the Year Awards: contact Liveryman Elizabeth Bonfield.

Wire Industry Health & Safety
We continue to sponsor this award, to encourage innovation in health and safety initiatives in the wire industry.
The 2014 winning project will improve the safe handling and transfer of sulphuric acid at G John Power, a wire
drawing company at Halesowen, Birmingham. Our next award will be presented by the Master at the industry’s
annual health and safety seminar in Spring 2016.
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University Projects and Student Awards
Vacation Scholarships

SUMMER PLACEMENT IN

Adriel Wong, now a second year MEng student, was our
AFON TINPLATE
2015 Vacation Scholar, his prize a summer internship in the
COMPANY LIMITED
Quality and Compliance Department at Afon Tinplate in
By Adriel T.C Wong
Swansea. In just ten weeks, Adriel completed several projects
18/08/2015
Attended
by:
which brought real business benefits, such as investigating
Mr. Neil Lawley, Managing Director
Ms. Susan Parsell, Finance Director
reasons for tin plate losses, creating a master colour standard
Mr. Mark Jones, Operations Director
Mr. Dean Burnett, Quality and Compliance Manager
for customers and arranging translation of the company
guidelines for visitors, contractors and hauliers into French,
German, Italian, Spanish, Polish and Welsh. Along the way, he
Adriel’s presentation to senior managers
also made a presentation to senior managers, visited customers,
sought information from suppliers and worked with the University Language Department.

Dean Burnett, Afon’s Quality and Compliance Manager writes: “Considering that Adriel only spent 10 weeks at Afon Tinplate

it was remarkable the amount of work that he completed. He never objected to any task and always asked if he was unsure of the task
objectives... We are sorry to see him leave as he has become a great asset to our company. His sponsor, university and family should be very
proud of what he has achieved.”
This is one of three work experience placements we award each year at Swansea University, with generous
support from the Simon Gibson Charitable Trust.
For more information or to propose other internships: contact Assistant John O’Shea.

Student Awards and prizes
Our prizes this year have reached students at Cambridge,
Cardiff, Falmouth, Loughborough, Leeds, Manchester
and Swansea Universities, as well as Central St Martins,
City, the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, Imperial
College and the Royal College of Art in London. For
materials science students, they include undergraduate
book prizes for ‘best in class’ undergraduates, and
travelling fellowships which enable graduate students to
present their work at international conferences.
City University PhD candidate Emsal Llapashtica, who
will attend the European Vision and Eye Research
Congress in France, explains the benefits: “This world leading

meeting brings together both researchers and practitioners and it is a
great opportunity to promote my research and learn about and discuss
latest results and innovations.”
Some prizes are awarded in collaboration with Rolls
Royce in Derby.

New Chamberlain Enterprise Project
Our third Chamberlain Enterprise Research Project, High-Tin Aluminium
Alloys for Application in Plain Bearings, was launched in October 2015 in
collaboration with Brunel University. Our funds sponsor a PhD student,
Alireza Valizadeh, working under Brunel’s BCAST Director, Dr Ian Stone. The
project responds to legislative and commercial changes which demand
alternatives to hazardous lead-containing bearing materials and builds on
research and innovative melt shearing technology developed at Brunel. The
Project Steering Committee believe there is good potential for development
of intellectual property and have drawn up an exploitation agreement with
the University to ensure any such benefits are shared.
For further information: contact Past Master Nigel Gilson.

City & Guilds Medals for Excellence
Alan Wilson, our main Award Winner, received his £500 prize from HRH
The Princess Royal at Clarence House, with the Master and Clerk in
attendance. Alan, 57, teaches Level 3 Computer Aided Design and
Manufacturing at Leeds College of Building. Over the past 8 years he has
achieved a 92% student satisfaction rating, and excellent results for over
1000 students. To ensure he was ahead on the new subject area of building
information modelling, he spent three weeks working on an African
hospital project from a Leeds engineering design office.
A second award (£250) went to Amy McGuinness, aged 24.

Rui Wu, Manchester University undergraduate prize-winner, with the Master, Bev Page and Nick O’Shea
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London Charities and Schools
87th London Taxi Drivers Outing

Peter Wilkinson joins in the Taxi Drivers’ Outing send-off

A big “thank-you” to all the Liverymen and Freemen who contributed to our appeal – we donated just over £5,500
(including gift aid reclaimed) towards the Taxi Drivers’ Outing this year! The Master, Assistant Peter Wilkinson and
the Mayor of Walthamstow were among those who turned out at 5.30am on a beautiful morning in July, to see off
the cavalcade of 133 cabs taking 230 disadvantaged children to the seaside at Southend.
Brian (one of the cabbies) told a story which summed up what the day was
all about: on his first run 21 years ago he promised the children in his cab he would buy an ice

cream for the first one to spot the sea, only to be put in his place with the answer “what’s the sea?”.
Every £240 paid for a cab for four children and helpers. It would be great to
involve more of our Liveryman in sponsoring and attending next year. Put it
in your diaries!
For more information or to make your donation for 2016: contact Assistant Peter Wilkinson.

New Projects with Schools

EDUCATION, ENTERPRISE &
CHARITIES COMMITTEE 2015-16
Chairman: Assistant Lindsay Millington
Members: Past Master Andrew Balcombe;
Assistants John O’Shea, Bev Page and Peter
Wilkinson; Liverymen James Bevan, Elizabeth
Bonfield, Nick O’Shea and Christine Purdy.

Autumn 2015 sees the launch of a new Food Journey Project at our two
sponsored primary schools: Canon Barnet in Tower Hamlets and Thomas
Fairchild in Hackney. The project aims to build children’s understanding of the
food chain, from farm to table – including, along the way, food packaging and
the tin can.

Ex-officio: The Master, the Upper Warden, the Under
Warden, the Clerk.

We are also participating in the Livery Schools Link WW1 Commemoration
Project. Pupils in selected schools will work with a facilitator to explore the
lives of WW1 soldiers who had a link with a livery company, learn about its
trades and produce artwork in a variety of media, including tin plate and wire.

Suggestions for Annual Special Award recipients
would be particularly welcome. Please note that we
can normally only consider beneficiaries that have
a direct link with our Company, the City or Inner
London, or our tin plate or wire working trades.

If you know of any Liverymen who served in WW1, please contact Liveryman James
Bevan.
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For more information or to suggest new causes,
please speak to a Committee member or email the
Clerk.

The EE&CC would like to thank: Past Masters Nigel
Gilson and Dennis Tapper, Assistants Darryl Fox,
Robert Spencer, John Swain and Martin Thacker of
Fetternear, Baron of Fetternear, Liverymen Sue Harris
and Nick Mullen, for their participation in project
steering committees, assistance as award judges
and help in identifying new causes to support; our
many industry and university representatives who
make the awards possible; the Metal Packaging
Manufacturers’ Association, UK Steel, Semta and
EAL Awarding Body for promoting them; and the
Honorary Chaplain, the Reverend Prebendary Jeremy
Crossley, for providing St Margaret Lothbury Parish
Room for our meetings.

The Master’s Fund/Wire working and wire weaving

The Master’s Fund
£3,000 of our Charitable Fund is reserved each
year for the Master to allocate. In 2014-15, Jeremy
Balcombe used this fund to contribute to London’s
Air Ambulance, the Lord Mayor’s 800th Anniversary
Awards Trust, the Sheriffs’ and Recorder’s Fund and
Parkinson’s UK. So far, this year, Ian Makowski has
contributed to the Little Princess Trust, and St Paul’s
Cathedral musical outreach, which works with the
Hackney Children’s Choir.
Tom Daggett, OBE Organ Outreach Fellow at the
Cathedral, writes, “The adoption of this choir of 7-12
year olds by St Paul’s is the latest development in the
Cathedral’s music outreach, which benefits thousands
of children a year. Thanks to this new development,
children from Hackney will be trained by a Cathedral musician, and will enjoy opportunities throughout the year
to perform at St Paul’s and across the Diocese. They will be taught to read music as well as singing technique,
and will perform a repertoire of sacred and secular music. The Hackney Children’s Choir is a pre-existing group.
In July 2014, it sang with the Cathedral Choristers and worked with Director of Music Andrew Carwood. Since
then, the choir has visited King’s College, Cambridge, and a number of children have attended the residential
Eton Junior Choral Courses. Through its association with St Paul’s, the choir will be able to train hundreds of
children in the coming years, in parallel to the world-famous Cathedral Choir.
“The Cathedral is proud to run this group in partnership with St Paul’s West Hackney, a church in the Diocese of
London. St Paul’s is currently fundraising to support this new venture, and is grateful to the Tin Plate Workers
alias Wire Workers for offering the first donation from a Livery Company.”

Wire working and wire weaving

Wire working and wire weaving are an integral part of our Livery
heritage, says Liveryman Richard Soar. The origins of wire-working
in the City of London are very strong. Today, multiple industries
rely on woven wire mesh for their components and processes.
Examples of jewellery from early Egyptian times incorporate hand-woven
meshes, but the earliest evidence of the development of wire weaving
on looms comes from the early 18th century. For many hundreds of years
prior to this, wire was drawn: iron was beaten to a flat sheet, cut into strips
and pulled through a stone die, with many articles at the time being made
from hand-wrought wire.
In the 5th century, manufacture of chain mail in Europe was an important
stimulus to wire drawing. In the 8th and 9th centuries, because of its
strategic nature, the export of chain mail from the area that became
Germany was forbidden.

Our Company’s history book includes details of the extent of wire-working
activity in London in the Company’s early years. Livery members made
and sold mousetraps, bird-cages, lattice-work for windows, buckles,
chains, clasps for garments, fish-hooks and needles.* Such products were
the mainstay of the wire-working industry throughout the 18th and 19th centuries, two significant producers in
London being F.W Potter & Co. (later Potter & Soar), originally in the Barbican and later Shoreditch; and Bedford,
Steer, End & Co. in Southwark. In the Lord Mayor’s Procession in 1894, two wire workers from Bedford, Steer, End &
Co., dressed in the traditional costume of tin plate workers, sat at benches on a carriage producing flower baskets,
fencing masks, flower stands, fire guards and sieves.
Continued on page 12
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Wire working and wire weaving
Continued from page 11

Following the invention of the steam-driven loom for textile weaving
in the late 18th century this production moved to the wire industry and
automated wire-weaving developed.
There were several drivers for this. Wire was woven into the warp of
sailcloth by jute weavers in Dundee and Liverpool to increase the strength
of their material. Hand-woven mesh had previously been used for making
handmade laid paper, but in 1798 Henry Fourdrinier invented a process
using a wire cloth belt for the production of paper. This had worldwide
impact, as pulp could be processed at much greater speeds than before.
Paper and books were produced in greater quantity than ever before. The
Davy Lamp (1815), with a flame-arresting gauze, prevented explosions in
mines and was fundamental to the expansion of coal mining. Powered
weaving meant that a wide range of meshes could be produced at speed
for all kinds of sieving applications. Thus woven wire mesh contributed
significantly to the development of the industrial revolution.
In the first half of the 20th century, wire cloth manufacture in the UK
grew further, fuelled by
requirements for the War
Office: filters for aircraft, tanks and military vehicles; petro-chemicals;
gas masks; sieving equipment for explosives; and so on. After the
Second World War, weaving expanded in the North-West around
Warrington and in Scotland, major players being N. Greenings, Locker
Wire Weavers and United Wire, while the Potter & Soar Group (having
absorbed Bedford, Steer, End around 1910) remained in London until the
1970s. Weaving efficiency increased, but a hard battle was fought with
German manufacturers, whose industry had been largely destroyed and
who had the advantage of being re-equipped with the latest machinery.
Today, long-established manufacturers still supply the majority of wire
cloth consumed in the UK. Domestic weaving concentrates on specialist
technical meshes while standard volume materials are sourced from
the Far East. Potter & Soar now trades as part of the Locker Group in
Warrington and United Wire Weavers in Edinburgh.
Woven wire cloth is largely an ‘invisible’ product. There is little for the
layman to see apart from the pattern on a digestive biscuit, the filter in
the base of your cafetière, or the flour sieve in the kitchen cupboard.
Yet few products today do not involve wire cloth in their manufacture. It has countless applications: in filters
for vehicles and aircraft; the manufacture of floor coverings,
chipboard, and hardboard; pulp and paper processing, including
watermarking for banknotes; in filtration and separation processes
for petro-chemical, pharmaceutical and food processing industries;
radio interference shielding; ore and minerals screening; screen
printing; plastics extrusion manufacture; lens manufacture;
catalytic converters; precious metal recovery; heat and light
diffusion; vacuum forming; battery manufacture; and many more
besides. Additionally in recent years a whole new industry has
developed based on the use of heavier meshes for architectural
applications. The Locker Group and Potter & Soar are at the
forefront of this development and have installed many thousands
of square metres of mesh in installations across the UK, Europe
and the USA.
Richard Soar joined Potter & Soar in 1968 and is currently a
Director of Locker Group.

*A History of the Company of Tin Plate Workers alias Wire Workers, pp.11-12.
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HMS Torbay

A Busy Autumn for ‘The Blue One’
A report from Cdr D S Knight RN, Commanding Officer of our affiliated submarine, HMS TORBAY

HMS TORBAY began 2015 in Bahrain, deployed to
the Gulf in support of the UK’s interests in the region,
conducting security patrols and remaining at a high state
of readiness, able to react at short notice to support the
UK’s defence aims. She returned to the UK in March for
a period of maintenance and regeneration of operational
capability, highlighted by the changeover of command
from Commander Andy Johns to Commander Dan Knight
in May; and the celebration of the Freedom of Torbay later
that same month: the ship’s
company paraded through
the town of Torquay in dress
uniform, accompanied by the
Band of the Royal Marines,
Plymouth. HMS TORBAY sailed
from Devonport in late July
for post-maintenance sea
trials and independent training
before commencing a 5-month
deployment in the Atlantic and
Mediterranean.
She visited Bergen, Norway, in
late August for a short standdown period, before heading
south towards Gibraltar, where
she conducted a weapon load of Tomahawk Land Attack
Missiles (TLAM), a routine operation to ensure she is ready
for all forms of SSN tasking. Gibraltar always is a welcome
visit for the Royal Navy, representing a piece of Britain in
the sun, and the men of TORBAY thoroughly enjoyed their
well-earned rest, taking in a fascinating tour of the World
War II caves and enjoying a Ship’s Company barbecue
at the excellent leisure facilities which form part of the
Commander British Forces Gibraltar military establishment.
While in Gibraltar, Engineering Technician (Weapon
Engineer Submariner) Conor McLoughlin received his
Dolphins from the Commander British Forces Gibraltar,
along with nine other newly qualified submariners. For
ET McLoughlin it was particularly special since his father,
Warrant Officer Class 1 “Mac” McLoughlin, who is currently
based on CBF’s staff, was able to be there, as well as
“Mac’s” wife, Gloria. Meanwhile, some keen runners from
TORBAY’s Ship’s Company took on the challenge of the
Gibraltar Rock Run, raising money for the Royal Navy and
Royal Marines Charity.
Shortly after leaving Gibraltar, TORBAY was back in home
waters, in the South Coast Exercise Areas, off Plymouth,
supporting the first phase of the Submarine Command
Course (SMCC), also known as Perisher. This involves the
prospective submarine commanders taking on “Eyes Only”,
where they must keep the boat safe from being charged
by warships being driven aggressively at the submarine,

whilst the students are armed only with stopwatches, a
periscope and their mental maths! It’s a high-pressure and
challenging environment, and is designed deliberately
so, to test the students’ decision-making and submarinedriving instincts, to demonstrate to “Teacher” that they
have what it takes to be the future XO and, ultimately, CO
of one of the Royal Navy’s submarines.
This is the third time in two years that TORBAY has been
tasked with “Perisher”, having hosted the course late in
2014 in the Mediterranean
and, prior to that, in home
waters around the UK.
TORBAY again played host
this autumn, when the
students and the Submarine
were be challenged in a
four week long war game,
NATO exercise Trident
Juncture. TORBAY was both
the hunter and the hunted,
with 78 surface ships,
6 submarines and countless
helicopters and maritime
patrol aircraft from
countries including France,
Spain, Portugal and the UK taking part.
Whilst TORBAY has been deployed, the boat has taken
plenty of opportunities to train, test and qualify her crew
as well as many other submariners from the Devonport
Submarine Flotilla. In fact, since July, the following
qualifications have been achieved:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

23 – newly qualified Submariners
19 – qualified Nuclear Watchkeepers
3 – qualified Ship Controllers
2 – newly qualified Ship Control Panel Operators
2 – qualified Petty Officers for Chief Petty Officer
4 – qualified Engineering Technicians (Marine
Engineering Submariner)
3 – qualified Engineering Technicians (Weapon
Engineering Submariner)
8 – qualified Tactical Weapon System Boards

–all of which is just a snapshot of how busy the 130
submariners on board TORBAY have been working,
remaining ready to take on all forms of submarine tasking
whilst staying undetected under the oceans...
TORBAY will return to the UK in late 2015 to carry out
essential maintenance through the first half of 2016. She
will then train at sea in all submarine warfare disciplines
prior to deployment for the remainder of 2016.
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Metal Packaging Manufacturers Association

FOOD CANS:
a vital resource in our history and in our future
An article by the Metal Packaging Manufacturers Association
Remembering the Battle of Britain
With the 75th anniversary of the Battle of Britain this
past year, thoughts turn to the role metal packaging
manufacturers played during those difficult war years.
Nutritious, long-lasting food in robust containers
for reliable transportation to distant troops was the
order of the day, and of course food in cans ticked all
those boxes; but much manufacturing capability was
also diverted to munitions casing and transportation,
bringing a very different set of challenges. Companies
such as Alcan in Banbury, which switched some
production to making Spitfire parts, were forced to
show considerable resourcefulness, camouflaging
manufacturing plants by installing ‘living green roofs’
and building dummy factories to confuse enemy
aircraft.
An early move by food can giant Metal Box was
to standardize its can sizes, cutting its range by
some two thirds, enabling faster production as the
requirement for provisions for frontline services grew.
Across the war years, and under government control,
Metal Box produced over five billion open-top cans
for food, peaking at one billion in 1941/42 [source: The
Canmaker 2011].
The metals industry very clearly played its part in the
war effort, as this extract from the 1945 Annual Report
of MPMA’s forebear, the British Tin Box Manufacturers
Federation, demonstrates: “It can be said with
confidence that our Industry made its full contribution
to the war effort, for it was our responsibility to
provide not only our customary types of products for
both the Services and civilian population, but many
member-firms have undertaken various kinds of war
production, some of it most essential for the conduct
of the war”.

75 years on
Canned food kitchen staples,
such as canned vegetables, fruit
and fish, remain as vital today as
they were 75 years ago and their
key attributes remain – nutrition
retention, long shelf life and
robustness for distribution and
storage. Much credit for the food
can’s current popularity can,
however, be attributed to the
industry’s promotional activities
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led by Canned
Food UK, which
tirelessly presents
to consumers
the convenience,
versatility and of course the nutritional contribution
that that canned food can make towards a healthy,
balanced diet.
In particular, CFUK’s YouTube cooking channel,
mobile phone app and ongoing recipe collaboration
with celebrity chefs do much to encourage the use
of canned food in everyday cooking. Beverage cans
continue their upward trend: The Can Makers report a
strong first half performance for 2015, with total sales
in the UK approaching 10 billion cans.

Leading the environmental field
Regulatory and business focus is now centred around
developing low-waste, circular economies, with
retailers and brand owners retaining a firm grasp on
the environmental implications of their packaging. As
a permanently available material with infinite recycling
capability, the can has never been more relevant.
The new ‘Metal Recycles Forever’ mark, led by Metal
Packaging Europe (MPE), reinforces this message by
targeting consumers at the point of purchase. Now
presented in 15 languages across the EU, the mark
helps consumers understand their vital role in keeping
metal in the resource loop by recycling.

Other prominent recycling initiatives include the
award-winning MetalMatters programme, which helps
local authorities encourage households to recycle
more cans. The programme has worked with over 50
local authorities covering three million householders
and has witnessed a remarkable 18 per cent increase
in metal capture. Similarly
Every Can Counts, a scheme
which drives the recycling of
drinks cans in public places,
has now signed up over 1,700
Liveryman Nick Mullen, CEO and director of the MPMA, has been
organisations, with many
awarded the prestigious ‘Outstanding Contribution to Industry’
partners reporting a significant
accolade at the UK Packaging Awards.
improvement in drink can
Nick is widely regarded as one of the packaging industry’s most
recycling. It is fascinating to
effective and influential figures. He was persuaded out of early
see how the basic consumer
retirement in 2007 to become director of the MPMA and face
requirement for the can has
the challenge of making a clear and unequivocal sustainability
remained unchanged over 75
case for metal in the face of complex environmental issues and
years, while all around has
government-led initiatives.
altered beyond compare.

NICK MULLEN
WINS AWARD

UK Steel Industry/Packaging Awards

A 5-POINT PLAN FOR STEEL
An article by UK Steel
It has been a dramatic year for the industry, which has seen major job losses
around the country, steel production ceasing in Redcar, three dedicated steel
sector parliamentary debates, and a steel crisis summit in Rotherham, chaired
by the Business Secretary, Sajid Javid.
In a further blow to the wire sector, processing and engineering group Caparo
Industries is cutting 452 jobs after the company went into administration in
October. According to the administrator PwC, 300 jobs will go at its West Midlands manufacturing bases after 16
of the 20 Caparo companies went under. Additionally, Sheffield-based special steel manufacturer Kiveton Park
Steel has appointed administrators, citing deterioration in the steel market. In a statement, Phil Pierce, partner
at FRP Advisory and joint administrator, said: “the steel business continues to go through some tough times and it is unfortunate that a
Yorkshire-based business with nearly 100 years of trading should be the latest to feel the squeeze”.
According to UK Steel, there are five key actions that the Government can take in the short term to demonstrate
its commitment to the UK steel industry:

• Fully implement the Energy Intensive Industry Compensation Package, before April 2016.

The sector is currently still paying 70% of the policy costs that the full Package aims to address;

• Bring business rates for capital-intensive firms in line with their competitors in France and Germany.
UK companies are currently paying between five and ten times more than their EU competitors;

• Fully consider derogation requests from the sector on a realistic timetable to meet increased

commitments under the Industrial Emissions Directive. Under current proposals, the cost of meeting
revised permits for the sector are estimated at up to £500m by 2019;

• Continue to back EU-level action on anti-dumping measures which support the UK steel sector
against the rapid rise in global imports; and

• Support local content in major construction projects.
This five-point emergency plan has now been accepted by all stakeholders, and is being addressed by government
through ministerial short-term working groups. These are already showing success. One of the highlights has been
the Prime Minister making a commitment to implement fully the Energy
Intensive compensation package as soon as state aid approval is
secured, to continue full support for the lifetime of this parliament and
to do everything in his power to support the sector.

The Best in Metal
The annual MPMA Best in Metal Award was presented
to Crown Aerosols and Speciality Packaging, for its
metal tea caddy produced for Betty’s Tea Rooms, at
the Association’s Annual Dinner in November.
The MPMA has continued its sponsorship of the
metals category of the UK Packaging Awards. This
year saw the top prize awarded to Heineken for its
Groovy Can produced by Ball Packaging Europe.
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Golf/Obituary/350th Anniversary

GOLF 2015

• Obituary •

2015 was another very enjoyable and reasonably
successful year for the Livery golf team – taking part
in five golf days.

Past Master John Hertel (1930-2015)

The year started with our traditional 8-a-side match
against The Horners Livery Company. Played at
Porters Park Golf Club in Radlett, this fixture has
been going for many years and is always a most
enjoyable day. This year The Horners produced a
splendid tankard to be presented to the winning
team and I am pleased to say that The Tin Plate
Workers alias Wire Workers is the first name to be
inscribed.
In April we took part for the first time in
The Pewterers’ Challenge, which was held at
Wildernesse Golf Club in Sevenoaks. Competed for
by 10 Livery teams, we were represented by Jeremy
Balcombe, Ian Chamberlain and Michael Kempner
and we achieved a mid-table finish.
The main event in the Livery golfing calendar is
the Prince Arthur Cup, which is played in May at
Walton Heath Golf Club, with 54 Livery Companies
(represented by teams of 4) competing over 36
holes. Our team was Ian Chamberlain, Darrell Fox,
Andrew Reed and Alex Stuart-Bamford and we
finished comfortably in the top half of all teams
competing.
In June we played in The Horners’ Trophy Golf Day
at Ashridge Golf Club. We were represented by
Deborah Connor, Michael Kempner, Nick Mullen and
Robert Spencer and, whilst we were not playing our
best golf, it was a thoroughly enjoyable day at a very
popular event.
Also in June we played in The Marketors’ Golf Day
held at Verulam Golf Club in St Albans and, for our
team of Michael Kempner and Robert and Paul
Spencer, this proved to be a match too far!
Livery golf appears to be growing in popularity, with
more Companies organising events. In each of the
last two years we have taken part in new golf days
and “the orange ties” (as we are becoming known)
are receiving more invitations. It is important that
we have as large a pool of players as possible to pick
from and, therefore, we are always keen to hear from
any golfers in the Company who would like to be
involved in our various golf days.
If you are interested please contact Michael Kempner
at m.kempner@btinternet.com
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John was born in London
of Danish parents, and
grew up in Cheam, Surrey.
After National Service
in the RAF in radar, he
joined his father at the
S. Berendsen Ltd. offices
in Pall Mall, London,
trading in steel and steel
products. He spent several years working in the company offices
in Denmark and Norway before returning to the London office.
He took over as Managing Director on the death of his father.
At the end of the 20th century the Danish owners closed their
London branch, and a new company was formed – Tritin Ltd. –
concentrating mainly on tin and canning equipment.
An intrepid traveller, John frequently visited countries in
Eastern Europe to do business beyond the European Union.
Unfailingly cheerful, he made many friends on his way.
John joined the Worshipful Company of Tin Plate Workers alias
Wire Workers in 1972, and was a fully committed member from
the start, becoming Master in 1991. He is much missed.

COMING SOON:

350th ANNIVERSARY!
On 29 December 1670, the ‘Tynne Plate Workers als Wyer
Workers within our Citty of London and the part neere
adiacent’, led by their Master Thomas Aris, were formally
incorporated by a Royal Charter granted by King Charles II.
Our 350th anniversary celebrations will start in the spring of
2020, recognising the submission of the Charter petition on
22 March 1670, and continue through the year. We plan to
hold an exhibition featuring our Charter, Company treasures
and objects made by our prize-winners, and to ‘adopt’
a special charity. There will be a celebratory Dinner for
Liverymen and their partners which we hope will match the
grandeur of our Hampton Court Millennium Dinner. We are
also talking to other Companies incorporated in 1670, the
Wheelwrights and the Pattenmakers, to share thoughts and
possibly an event. Meanwhile, we would welcome your ideas
– on the venue for our celebratory Dinner, on an anniversary
memento for Liverymen, on how we might leave a lasting
legacy in the City (bearing in mind our limited resources),
or on any other aspect.
Please contact Lindsay Millington (Lam189@btinternet.com)
or Laurence Mutkin (lmutkin@googlemail.com) with your
thoughts.
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